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We construct a hierarchy of spectral sequences for a filtered complex under a
 .left-exact functor. As applications we prove 1 the existence of a Leray spectral
 .sequence for de Rham cohomology, 2 the equivalence of this sequence with the
``usual'' Leray spectral spectral sequence under the comparison isomorphism, and
 .3 the isomorphism of the Bloch]Ogus spectral sequence with the Leray spectral
sequence for the morphism from the fine site to the Zariski site. Q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
We construct a series of spectral sequences for the hypercohomology of
 .a filtered complex. The basic constructions used are the shift decaleeÁ Â
w xoperation of Deligne and its inverse 3 .
THEOREM 1.1. Let D: C ª CX be a left exact functor between abelian
categories. Assume that C has enough injecti¨ es. For any good filtered
 .complex K, F of objects in C we ha¨e natural spectral sequences for each
r G 1.
E p , q s D pqq E K , F « D pqq K . .  . .r ry1, p , q
For r s 1 this coincides with the spectral sequence for the hypercohomology of
w xa filtered complex 3, Sect. 1.4.5 . For r s 2 and the tri¨ ial filtration F this
 wcoincides with the Leray spectral sequence for hypercohomology see 3, Sect.
x.1.4.7 .
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Here D i's denote the hyperderived functors associated with D and
E denotes the complex of E terms of the spectral sequence seery1, p, q ry1
w x. p, q  .3, Sect. 1.3.1 for a filtered complex which contains E as the p q q thry1
term.
As applications, we provide proofs of some facts which are apparently
well known to experts but are not well documented in the literature see
w xhowever, 7, 4 ; the proof of the latter two applications is attributed to
w x.P. Deligne in 4, 1 . The first is the existence of a Leray spectral sequence
for de Rham cohomology. The second is the comparison of this spectral
sequence with the Leray spectral sequence for singular cohomology. The
third is the isomorphism of the Bloch]Ogus]Gersten spectral sequence
with the Leray spectral sequence from E onward.2
wIn Section 2, we recall some facts and definitions due to Deligne 3,
xSects. 1.3, 1.4 . In Section 3 we generalise some of these ideas to get the
main results. The applications are elementary corollaries of the lemmas
from Section 3 and are proved in Section 4. In Appendix A we recapitulate
w xthe required material from 3 and in Appendix B we redo the main result
using the language of derived categories.
w x2. RECAPITULATION OF SOME FACTS FROM 3
w xWe recall some facts proved by Deligne in 3, 1.3, 1.4 with slightly
different notations. The details can also be found in Appendix A. Let C be
an abelian category. All objects, morphisms, etc., will be with reference to
this category.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. We say that K, F is a good filtered complex in C if K
is a co-chain complex in C which is bounded below and F is a filtration on
it which is compatible with the differential and is finite on K n for each
integer n.
We will always work with good filtered complexes in this paper. For any
n .co-chain complex K let H K denote its nth cohomology.
w x  .Fact 2.2 3, 1.3.1 . For any good filtered complex K, F there is a
spectral sequence
E p , nyp s E p , nyp K , F s gr p K n « H n K .  .0 0 F
n .such that the filtration induced by this spectral sequence on H K is the
same as that induced by F.
p, q . w xFact 2.3. The definitions of E K, F given in 3 make sense for allr
 . p, q p, qintegers r not only positive integers r . The equalities E s E forr 0
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r F 0 hold and the differentials d are 0 for r - 0 due to the compatibilityr
of the filtration F with the differential on K.
Next Deligne defines various shifted filtrations associated with the given
w xone. First of all, we define 3, proof of 1.3.4
p n pyn nBac F K [ F K . .
w xDeligne 3 shows that
E p , nyp K , Bac F s E pyn , 2 nyp K , F .  . .r ry1
for all integers r. By induction on l we obtain
E p , nyp K , Bac l F s E py ln ,  lq1.nyp K , F , for all integers r . 1 .  .  . .r ryl
Moreover, Deligne notes the following fact about renumbering spectral
 .sequences actually he only notes it for s y r s 1 .
Fact 2.4. Let E p, q be the terms of a spectral sequence which starts ata
a s r. Then we can obtain another spectral sequence EX p, q starting at theb
term b s s by setting
EX p , q s E py  syr . pqq. , qq syr . pqq. .b by syr .
w xNext we consider the dual shifted filtration 3, Sect. 1.3.5
pU n pqny1 ny1 n pqn nDec F K [ im F K ª K q F K .  .
s B pqny1, 1yp K , F . .1
w xDeligne 3 shows that
E p , nyp K , DecU F s E pqn , yp K , F .  . .r rq1
for all r G 1. By induction on l we obtain
lUp , nyp pqln , 1yl .nypE K , Dec F s E K , F , .  .  . .r rql
for all integers r G 1. 2 .
Combining the results for Bac and Dec we see that
lUp , nyp l p , nypE K , Bac Dec F s E K , F , for all r G l q 1 . .  .  .  . . /r r
3 .
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w x  .  .DEFINITION 2.5 3, 1.3.6 . A morphism f : K, F ª L, G of good
filtered complexes is said to be a filtered quasi isomorphism if the mor-
p . p . p . p, q .phism gr f : gr K ª gr L is a quasi isomorphism, i.e., E f areF G 1
isomorphisms for all integers p and q.
w xDEFINITION 2.6 3, 1.4.5 . A filtered injecti¨ e resolution of a good filtered
 .  .  .complex K, F is a filtered quasi isomorphism K, F ª L, G such that
the terms gr pGn are injective for all p and n.L
A similar definition can be given with the property injecti¨ e replaced by
the property D-acyclic in the context of a left-exact functor D: C ª CX as
w xin 3, 1.4.1 .
w xThe following well-known fact is used in 3, 1.4.5 .
Fact 2.7. If C has sufficiently many injectives then any good filtered
 .complex K, F has a filtered injective resolution.
If D: C ª CX is a left-exact functor and C has enough injectives, then
i . Xwe have the hypercohomologies D K in C associated with any bounded
below cochain complex K.
w x i .Fact 2.8 3, 1.4.4 . The D K are computed as the cohomologies of the
 .complex D L for any quasi isomorphism K ª L, where the terms of L
are D-acyclic.
We will also need the following well-known fact.
p .Fact 2.9. If K is a bounded below cochain complex such that H K
p .  p ..are all D-acyclic then D K s D H K .
w x3. EXTENSIONS TO 3
w xWe now extend the definition 3, 1.3.6 slightly. Let us first introduce the
 .notation E K, F for the complex of E terms which contains the termr , p, q r
p, q .  .E K, F at the p q q th position. When the integers p and q arer
 .irrelevant we will abbreviate this to E K, F . Note that we have ther
equality of complexes E s E .r , p, q r , pqr , qyrq1
 .  .DEFINITION 3.1. A morphism f : K, F ª L, G of good filtered com-
plexes is said to be a le¨el-r filtered quasi isomorphism if the morphisms
 .  .  . p, q .E f induce quasi isomorphisms E K, F ª E L, G , i.e., E fry1 ry1 ry1 r
are isomorphisms for all integers p and q.
 .A level-1 filtered quasi isomorphism is what was earlier 2.5 called a
filtered quasi isomorphism.
w xWe extend the definition 3, 1.4.5 in a similar way.
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DEFINITION 3.2. A le¨el-r filtered injecti¨ e resolution of a good filtered
 .  .  .complex K, F is a level-r filtered quasi isomorphism K, F ª L, G
p, q . XXsuch that the terms E L, G are injective for all r - r and all integersr
p and q.
A similar definition can be given with the property injecti¨ e replaced by
the property D-acyclic in the context of a left-exact functor C ª CX as
 .before. A level-1 filtered injective resolution is what was earlier 2.6 called
a filtered injective resolution.
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let K be any complex on objects in C. We put the
tri¨ ial filtration F on K by defining F 0K s K and F 1K s 0. Then we note
w xas in 3, 1.4.6 that
0 if n ) 1 y p¡
pU ypn ~d K if n s 1 y p .Dec F K s . ¢ nK if n - 1 y p.
Thus, gr Up K is the complex concentrated in degrees yp and 1 y p.Dec F .
Kyprd Kypy1 ª d Kyp . .  .
yp  .There is a natural morphism to this from the single term complex H K
concentrated in degree yp which is clearly a quasi isomorphism.
Fact 3.4. Let L denote the total complex of a Cartan]Eilenberg
w x p .resolution 2 I of K. Let G L be the total complex of the subcomplex
I G p. Let F be the trivial filtration on K. Then the natural morphism
 .  .K, F ª L, G is a level-2 filtered injective resolution.
Proof. As noted above we have
E 0, n K , F s Eyn , 2 n K , DecU F s H n K .  .  . .2 1
p, n . p, nand the remaining E terms are 0. We have the identity E J, G s I2 0
p, n . n p.and so we deduce that E J, G s H I . Since I is a Cartan]Eilen-1
n .berg resolution these E terms give an injective resolution of H K . Thus1
we have the result.
We use Fact 2.7 to prove
LEMMA 3.5. If C has sufficiently many injecti¨ es then any good filtered
 .complex K, F has a le¨el-r injecti¨ e resolution for any r G 1.
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  U . ry1 ..  .  .Proof. Let K, Dec F ª L, G be a level-1 filtered injective
  ..resolution which exists by 2.7 . Consider the composite morphism
ry1Ury1 ry1K , F ª K , Bac Dec F ª L, Bac G . .  .  .  . . .
 .By 3 we see that the first morphism is a level-r quasi isomorphism. Also,
 .by 1 we see that the second morphism is a level-r quasi isomorphism.
 .Hence the composite is also a level-r quasi isomorphism. Now by 1 and
 . X2.3 we have for r - r
E X L, Bac ry1 G s E X L, G s E L, G . .  .  . .r r yrq1 0
By assumption the latter terms are injective.
Next we note the naturality of such a resolution.
 .LEMMA 3.6. Suppose K, F is a good filtered complex such that
p, q . XXE K, F are injecti¨ e for all r F r and all integers p and q. Let f :r
 .  .K, F ª L, G be a le¨el-r injecti¨ e resolution. Then there is a morphism g :
 .  .  .  .L, G ª K, F such that E f ( g and E g ( f are homotopic tory1 ry1
identity.
 .  .  .Proof. Note that E f : E K, F ª E L, G is a quasi isomor-ry1 ry1 ry1
phism of complexes of injectives. Hence there is a morphism g :ry1
 .  .  .  .E L, G ª E K, F such that E f ( g and g ( E f arery1 ry1 ry1 ry1 ry1 ry1
homotopic to identity. By induction we assume that we are given the
 .  .X X X Xmorphism g : E L, G ª E K, F . We wish to find a morphism g :r r r r y1
 .  .X X XE L, G ª E K, F such that it induces g on the cohomology ofr y1 r y1 r
 .X X Xthe E terms which is E . This is possible since the E 's arer y1 r r y1, p, q
bounded below complexes of injectives. Thus we obtain g : gr p L ª gr p K.0, p G F
Again we have that K and L are bounded below complexes of injectives
p .and so we obtain the required morphism g which satisfies gr g s g .0, p
w xWe have the following modification of 3, 1.4.5 :
LEMMA 3.7. Let D: C ª CX be a left-exact functor and assume that C
has enough injecti¨ es. Let D i denote the associated hypercohomology functors
 .and let K, F be a good filtered complex in C. Then for any r G 1 we ha¨e a
natural spectral sequence
E p , q s D pqq E « D pqq K . . .r ry1, p , q
 .  .Proof. Let K, F ª L, G be a level-r filtered D-acyclic resolution
for example, we can take a level-r filtered injective resolution by Lemma
.   .  .. X3.5 . Consider the good filtered complex D L , D G in C . The associ-
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ated spectral sequence is
pqqp , q p pqqE s gr D L « H D L . .  . .0 DG.
 . pqq . p n.Now, by 2.8 the latter term is D K . Since gr L are D-acyclic forG
p   ..all integers p and n and the filtrations are finite, we see that gr D LDG.
 p ..s D gr L .G
p, q pqq .Now by definition E s H E . Thus we obtainl ly1, p, q
E p , q s H pqq D gr p L s D pqq gr p L .  . .  . .1 G G
p n.since gr L are D-acyclic. We now claim by induction thatG
E Xp , q s D pqq E X L, G , for rX F r . . .r r y1, p , q
X X  .XAssume this for r y 1. Now since r y 1 - r we have E L, G consistsr y1
 .of D-acyclics. Thus we see by 2.9 that
E Xp , q s D pqq E X L, G s D H pqq E X L, G s D E Xp , q . .  .  . .  . .r y1 r y2, p , q r y2, p , q r y1
But then by definition of the D i's we have
E Xp , q s H pqq E X s H pqq D E X L, G s D pqq E X . . .  . . .r r y1, p , q r y1, p , q r y1, p , q
This proves the claim by induction.
 .  .Now we have E K, F ª E L, G is an D-acyclic resolu-ry1, p, q rq1, p, q
tion. Thus
D pqq E K , F s D pqq E L, G . .  . .  .ry1, p , q ry1, p , q
Hence we obtain the required spectral sequence. The naturality of this
spectral sequence easily follows from Lemma 3.6 by the usual techniques.
Now we note that for r s 1 this spectral sequence is exactly the one
w xconstructed by Deligne in 3, 1.4.5 . For r s 2 we see that this is the Leray
spectral sequence for hypercohomology by applying the level-2 injective
 .resolution given by Cartan and Eilenberg 3.4 . From the above proof we
see that we obtain our ``new'' spectral sequence. On the other hand the E2
w xspectral sequence associated with the Cartan]Eilenberg resolution 2 is
precisely what is called the Leray spectral sequence for hypercohomology.
 .This completes the proof of the main theorem 1.1 .
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4. APPLICATIONS
We have the following corollary of Lemma 3.7.
COROLLARY 4.1. Let X ª S be a proper smooth morphism of ¨arieties.
Then there is a spectral sequence
E p , q s H p S, VU m Rq XrS « H pqq X . .  . .2 S d R d R
U q  .Here, the complex V m R XrS is the one arising from the Gauss]ManinS d R
connection.
Proof. Let VU ª K X be the Godement resolution of sheaves of abelianX
groups on X. The direct image K of K X is a differential graded module
for the sheaf VU of differential forms on S. The irrelevant ideal VG1S S
induces an ideal theoretic filtration F on K. Since the morphism X ª S is
proper and smooth we see that
E p , q K, F s V p m Rq XrS . .  .1 S d R
Furthermore, the d differential of this sequence can be identified with the1
 w x.morphism arising out of the Gauss]Manin connection see 5 . Now by
applying Lemma 3.7 we have the required spectral sequence.
We have the following corollaries of Theorem 1.1.
COROLLARY 4.2. The Leray spectral sequence for a proper submersion of
 `.smooth C manifolds coincides with the E -spectral sequence arising out of2
the Gauss]Manin local system from Lemma 3.7.
Proof. Let f : X ª S be a proper submersion of C`-manifolds. Let AX
 .  .resp. A be the sheaf of differential forms on X resp. S . These areS
 .sheaves of differential graded algebras and f# A is in addition a sheafX
of differential graded modules for A . The irrelevant ideal A G1 thus givesS S
 .rise to a filtration F on f# A . The E terms for the spectra sequenceX 1
 .2.2 for this complex gives us a complex
0 ª H q f# A ª E 0, q f# A , F ª E 1, q f# A , F ª ??? . .  .  . .  .  .X 1 X 1 X
Now as above we can show that
E p , q f# A , F s A p m Rq f# C . .  . .1 X S C XS
And the d differential can be identified with the morphism arising out of1
the Gauss]Manin connection on the vector bundle associated with the
q  .local system R f# C . But then the above complex becomes an exactX
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sequence
0 ª Rq f# C ª A 0 m Rq f# C ª A1 m Rq f# C ª ??? . .  .  .X S C X S C XS S
Now the sheaves A p are fine and hence are acyclic for the functor ofS
 .global sections. Thus if G denotes the trivial filtration on f# A we haveX
 .   . .   . .a level-2 G S, ? -acyclic resolution f# A , G ª f# A , F . We canX X
apply Theorem 1.1 to conclude that the two E spectral sequences coin-2
cide by naturality.
The algebro]geometric version of the above uses the regularity of the
w xGauss]Manin connection 4 . Note that the latter spectral sequence has a
 .purely algebraic construction as in 4.1 .
COROLLARY 4.3. The Leray spectral sequence for a proper submersion of
complex algebraic manifolds coincides with the E -spectral sequence arising2
out of the Gauss]Manin connection from Lemma 3.7.
 .Proof. Let f# A be the complex with the natural filtrations as in theX
proof of the previous corollary. By the Poincare lemma we have a quasiÂ
isomorphism V ª A of complexes on X. Thus we have a quasi isomor-X X
 .  .phism i: Rf# V ª f# A . The former is a sheaf of differential gradedX X
algebras which is a differential graded module for V . Thus we have aS
 . G1filtration on Rf# V induced by the irrelevant ideal V . This makes theX S
above morphism i a morphism of filtered complexes on S. This gives a
morphism of spectral sequences constructed using Lemma 3.7:
E p , q V s H p S, VU m Rq XrS ª E p , q A .  .  . .2 S d R 2
s H p S, AU m Rq f# C . . .S X
By the regularity of the Gauss]Manin system this is an isomorphism. Now
we combine this with the previous corollary to obtain the result.
COROLLARY 4.4. The Bloch]Ogus spectral sequence for any PoincareÂ
duality theory coincides with the Leray spectral sequence for the morphism
from the fine site to the Zariski site.
Proof. We will use the exactness of the Gersten complex as proved by
w xBloch and Ogus 1 . Let Y denote a fine site associated with a variety X.
Let K X be a complex of injective sheaves which computes the cohomology
of Y in a suitable Poincare duality theory. Let K be the resulting complexÂ
of sheaves on X obtained by taking a direct image. Then for any Zariski
 .open set U in X in global sections K U give a complex that computes the
cohomology on the fine site associated with U. We have a natural filtration
F on K by the codimension of support.
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Let Z be a subset of U which is of pure codimension p and W ; Z be a
subset which is of pure codimension p q 1 in U. Then we have the
 .   .  ..  .   .complexes K U s ker K U ª K U y Z and K U s ker K U ªZ W
 ..K U y W which compute the cohomology of U with supports in Z and
 .  .W, respectively. We see that the quotient complex K U rK U isZ W
 .   .  ..naturally isomorphic to K U y W s ker K U y W ª K U y Z .ZyW
 . p  .Now as we take direct limits over pairs Z, W we obtain F K U s
 . pq1  .lim K U and F K s lim K U . Furthermore, we see that the co-Z Wª ª
homology of the complex gr p K at the qth place is the termF
 . q  ..[ i #H k x , which is a flasque sheaf and hence in particular isp xx g X
 .G X, ? -acyclic. Thus if G denotes the trivial filtration on K we have a
 .  .level-2 acyclic resolution K, G ª K, F by applying the result of Bloch
w xand Ogus 1, Theorem 4.2 . Thus we see that the conditions of Theorem
1.1 are satisfied and the two spectral sequences coincide.
APPENDIX A: SPECTRAL SEQUENCES AND
FILTERED COMPLEXES
w xWe reproduce some facts proved by Deligne in 3, 1.3, 1.4 with slightly
 .different notations. Let K, F be a filtered cochain complex which is
bounded below and such that the filtration is finite on each term of the
complex. Moreover, we assume that the differential on K is compatible
with the filtration. We define for each integer r,
Z p , nyp K , F [ ker F pK n ª K nq1rF pq rK nq1 .  .r
B p , nyp K , F [ im F py rq1K ny1 ª K n q F pq1K n .  .r
E p , nyp K , F [ Z p , nypr Z p , nyp l B p , nyp . .  .r r r r
Note that E s E for all r F 0 because the differential is compatible withr 0
the filtration. One easily shows that the E p, q's are the terms of a spectralr
sequence
E p , nyp s E p , nyp K , F « H n K .  .0 0
n .such that the filtration induced by this spectral sequence on H K is the
same as that induced by F.
Next we define various shifted filtrations associated with the given one.
First of all, we define
p n pyn nBac F K [ F K . .
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One then computes that for all integers r,
Z p , nyp K , Bac F s ker F pynK n ª K nq1rF pq ryny1K nq1 . .  .r
s Z pyn , 2 nyp K , F .ry1
B p , nyp K , Bac F s im F py rynq2K ny1 ª K n q F pq1ynK n .  . .r
s B pyn , 2 nyp K , F .ry1
E p , nyp K , Bac F s E pyn , 2 nyp K , F . .  . .r ry1
  ..   ..  .In particular, we see that E K, Bac F s E K, Bac F s E K, Fr 1 0
for all r F 1.
Next we consider the dual shifted filtration,
pU n pqny1 ny1 n pqn n pqny1, 1ypDec F K [ im F K ª K q F K s B K , F . .  .  .1
One computes the following equations for all r G 0,
Z p , nyq K , DecU F . .r
s ker B pqny1, 1yp K , F ª K nq1rB pq rqn , 1yryp K , F .  . .1 1
s im F pqny1K ny1 ª K n q Z pqn , yp K , F .  .rq1
B p , nyp K , DecU F . .r
s im B pqnyry1, ryp K , F ª K n q B pqn , yp K , F .  . .1 1
s B pqn , yp K , F . .rq1
Now for r G 1 we have F pqnqrK n ; B pqn, yp. Hence one deduces thatrq1
E p , nyp K , DecU F s E pqn , yp K , F .  . .r rq1
for all r G 1.
APPENDIX B: FILTERED DERIVED CATEGORIES
We re-prove the main results using the language of derived categories
w x6 .
Let C be an abelian category. Let FK denote the category whose
 .objects are pairs K, F , where K is a cochain complex with terms in C
and F is a filtration on K such that K is bounded below and the filtration
F is finite on each term of K. Moreover, we assume that the differential
 .  ..on K is compatible with the filtration. The group Hom K, F , L, GF K
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is the group of morphisms of complexes compatible with the filtration
modulo the subgroup of homotopically trivial morphisms. We all FK the
homotopy category of filtered complexes in C. One checks that this is a
triangulated category.
 .  .A morphism f : K, F ª L, G in FK is called a filtered quasi isomor-
p . p .phism if it induces quasi isomorphisms gr K ª gr L for every p. It isF G
well known that filtered quasi isomorphisms form a saturated multiplica-
tively closed set and hence we can form the localised category DF with a
functor FK ª DF which is universal for the property that all filtered quasi
isomorphisms become isomorphisms under this functor.
In Section 3 we defined level-r filtered quasi isomorphisms and the Dec
w xshift operation on filtrations. The result of 3, Sect. 1.3.4 can then be
restated as follows:
 .LEMMA B.1 Deligne . The functor Dec: FK ª FK carries le¨el-r filtered
 .quasi isomorphisms to le¨el- r y 1 filtered quasi isomorphisms for all r G 2.
 .  .Con¨ersely, if Dec f is a le¨el- r y 1 filtered quasi isomorphism then f is a
le¨el-r filtered quasi isomorphism.
Let us apply this to the composite functor
Dec l
FK ª FK ª DF .
 .By the lemma we see that the set of level- l q 1 filtered quasi isomor-
phism is precisely the set of morphisms that become isomorphisms under
the composite. Since Dec is clearly a triangulated functor we can apply the
w x  .results of 6 to conclude that level- l q 1 filtered quasi isomorphisms
form a saturated multiplicatively closed set. Hence we can form the
quotient category of FK by inverting such morphisms. We denote this
category by DF . Note that DF and DF are identical.lq1 1
The operation Bac on filtrations also gives a functor Bac: FK ª FK
 .which carries level-r filtered quasi isomorphisms to level- r q 1 filtered
quasi isomorphisms. It thus induces a functor Bac: DF ª DF .r rq1
Let D denote the derived category of bounded below cochain com-
plexes with terms in C. We have natural forgetful functors DF ª D byr
forgetting the filtrations note that a level-r filtered quasi isomorphism is
.in particular a quasi isomorphism of the underlying complexes . We also
have for each integer p a functor gr p: DF ª D. More generally, for each
integer r G 1 and each p we have E : DF ª D.ry1, p, 0 r
Let T : C ª A be a left-exact functor with values in an abelian category
A. Moreover, let us assume that C has sufficiently many injectives. Then
we have the hypercohomology functors RT i: D ª A. The spectral se-
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quence for the hypercohomology of a filtered complex is then
E p , q s RT pqq gr p K « RT pqq K , . .1 F
 .which is naturally associated with any element K, F of DF. We can also
p, nyp n  ..write the E terms as E s RT E K, F .1 1 0, p, nyp
We then construct a level-r spectral sequence for the hypercohomology
of a filtered complex
E p , nyp s RT n E K , F « RT n K . .  . .r ry1, p , nyp
One way to construct such a sequence is as follows. We have a natural
spectral sequence
ry1Up , nyp n nE s RT E K , Dec F « RT K . .  .  . . /1 0, p , nyp
 .But we use 2.4 to rewrite this as an E spectral sequence by settingr
ry1Up , nyp nE s RT E K , Dec F .  . . /r 0, pq ry1.n , 2yr .nyp
ry1Un ry1s RT E K , Bac Dec F . .  . . /r , p , nyp
 .  ry1 U . ry1 ..Now the natural morphism K, F ª K, Bac Dec F is a level-r
quasi isomorphism in DF and so we haver
ry1Un n ry1RT E K , F ª RT E K , Bac Dec F .  .  . .  . /ry1, p , nyp ry1, p , nyp
is an isomorphism. This gives us the required spectral sequence which is
natural for elements of DF .r
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